Self-recognition of avatar motion: how do I know it’s me?
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When motion is isolated from form cues and viewed from third-person perspectives, individuals are able to recognize their own whole body movements better than those of friends. Because we rarely see our own bodies in motion from third-person viewpoints, this self-recognition advantage may indicate a contribution to perception from the motor system. Our first experiment provides evidence that recognition of self-produced and friends’ motion dissociate, with only the latter showing sensitivity to orientation. Through the use of selectively disrupted avatar motion, our second experiment shows that self-recognition of facial motion is mediated by knowledge of the local temporal characteristics of one’s own actions. Specifically, inverted self-recognition was unaffected by disruption of feature configurations and trajectories, but eliminated by temporal distortion. While actors lack third-person visual experience of their actions, they have a lifetime of proprioceptive, somatosensory, vestibular and first-person-visual experience. These sources of contingent feedback may provide actors with knowledge about the temporal properties of their actions, potentially supporting recognition of characteristic rhythmic variation when viewing self-produced motion. In contrast, the ability to recognize the motion signatures of familiar others may be dependent on configurational topographic cues.
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1. INTRODUCTION

People are better at recognizing their own walking gaits and whole body movements than those of friends, even when stimuli are viewed from third-person perspectives [1–4]. This self-recognition advantage is surprising because walking gaits and whole body movements are ‘perceptually opaque’ [5]; they cannot be viewed directly by the actor from a third-person perspective. While we sometimes view our movements in mirrors or video recordings, we see our friends’ movements from a third-person perspective more often than our own. Therefore, if action perception depended solely on visual experience [6–9], one would expect the opposite result—superior recognition of friends’ movements when viewed from third-person perspectives.

Superior self-recognition is important because it suggests that the motor system contributes to action perception [10–13]; that repeated performance of an action makes that action easier to recognize when viewed from the outside. However, while this implies that information about action execution can facilitate action recognition, it is unclear what kind of information plays this facilitating role, or how it is transferred from the motor to the perceptual system. The cues could be topographic—relating to the precise spatial configuration of limb positions and trajectories—or temporal—relating to the frequency and rhythm of key movement components. The transfer could depend on associative or inferential processes. An associative transfer process would use connections between perceptual and motor representations established through correlated experience of executing and observing actions [14,15]. An inferential transfer process would convert motor programmes into view-independent visual representations of action without the need for experience of this kind [4,13,16]. If topographic cues are transferred from the motor to visual systems via an associative route, this raises the possibility that self-recognition is mediated by the same bidirectional mechanism responsible for imitation.

Here, we use markerless avatar technology to demonstrate that the self-recognition advantage extends to another set of perceptually opaque movements—facial motion. This is remarkable in that actors have virtually no opportunity to observe their own facial motion during natural interaction, but frequently attend closely to the facial motion of friends. Moreover, we show for the first time that while recognition of friends’ motion may rely on configurational topographic information, self-recognition depends primarily on local temporal cues.

Previous studies comparing recognition of self-produced and friends’ actions have focused on whole body movements, employing point-light methodology [8] to isolate motion cues [1–4,17]. This technique is poorly suited to the study of self-recognition because point-light stimuli contain residual form cues indicating the actor’s build and, owing to the unusual apparatus employed during filming, necessarily depict unnatural, idiosyncratic movements. In contrast, we used an avatar technique that completely eliminates form cues by animating a common facial form with the motion derived from different actors [18,19]. Because this technique does not require individuals to
wear markers or point-light apparatus during filming, it is also better able to capture naturalistic motion than the methods used previously.

2. EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 sought to determine whether there is a self-recognition advantage for facial motion, and whether this advantage varies with the orientation of the facial stimuli. Visual processing of faces is impaired by inversion [20,21], and this effect is thought to be due to the disruption of configural cues [22–24]. If the recognition of self-produced facial motion is mediated by configural topographic information—cues afforded by the precise appearance of the changing face shape—the self-recognition advantage should be greater for upright than for inverted faces.

(a) Methods

Participants were 12 students (four male, mean age = 23.2 years) from the University of London comprising six same-sex friend pairs. Friends were defined as individuals of the same sex, who had spent a minimum of 10 h a week together during the 12 months immediately prior to the experiment [3]. Participants were of approximately the same ages and physical proportions.

Each member of the friendship pairs was filmed individually while recalling and reciting question and answer jokes [19]. The demands of this task—to recite the jokes from memory, while aiming to sound as natural as possible—drew the participants’ attention away from their visual appearance. These naturalistic ‘driver sequences’ were filmed using a digital Sony video camera at 25 frames per second (FPS). Suitable segments for stimulus generation were defined as sections of 92 frames (3.7 s) containing reasonable degrees of facial motion, and in which the participant’s gaze was predominantly fixated on the viewer. The majority of clips contained both rigid and non-rigid facial motion. Facial speech was also present in most, but exceptions were made when other salient non-rigid motion was evident.

Avatar stimuli were produced from this footage using the Cowe Photorealistic Avatar technique [25,26] (figure 1). The avatar space was constructed from 721 still images derived from Singular Inversions’ FACEGEN MODELLER 3.0 by placing an approximately average, androgynous head in a variety of poses. These poses sampled the natural range of rigid and non-rigid facial motion, but were not explicitly matched to real images. The resulting image set included mouth variation associated with speech, variations of eye gaze, eye aperture, eyebrow position and blinking, variation of horizontal and vertical head position, head orientation and apparent distance from camera. Fourteen 3.7 s avatar stimuli were produced for each actor by projecting each of the 92 frames of the driver sequence into the avatar space, and
converting the resulting vector into movie frames (figure 1). This process is described in full by Berisha et al. [25]. The resulting avatar stimuli were saved and presented in uncompressed audio-video-interleaved (AVI) format.

Friend pairs were required to complete a three alternative forced choice (3-AFC) recognition test. In each trial, participants were shown a single avatar stimulus, in an upright or inverted orientation, and were required to indicate whether the motion used to animate the head had been taken from themselves, their friend or a stranger. The stimuli derived from each actor appeared once as ‘self’, once as ‘friend’ and once as ‘other’. The experiment was completed over two sessions: In session 1, participants completed a block of upright trials followed by an inverted block; in session 2, block order was reversed. Different strangers were allocated across the first and second sessions to ensure that effects were not artefacts of the particular stranger allocations.

Experimental trials began with a fixation dot presented for 750 ms, followed by an avatar stimulus looped to play twice. Following stimulus offset ‘self, friend or other?’ appeared at the display centre. Participants were required to press S, F or O keys to record their judgement. No feedback was provided during the experiment. Participants were informed that trial order was randomized, but a third of trials would present their own motion, a third the motion of their friend and a third the motion of a stranger. Each stimulus was presented twice, making a total of 84 trials per block. Participants were seated at a viewing distance of approximately 60 cm. Avatar stimuli subtended 6 × 4° of visual angle.

Testing for experiment 1 commenced five to six months after filming. The delay was longer than that which is typically imposed in studies of self-recognition [1–4] to minimize any risk that test performance would be influenced by episodic recall of idiosyncratic movements made during filming. As a further precaution, participants were informed only a few minutes prior to testing that they would be required to discriminate their own motion. These steps, together with the measures taken to prevent encoding of idiosyncrasies during filming, ensured that the effects observed were due to recognition of actors’ motion signatures and not attributable to episodic recall of the filming session.

For each condition, d-prime (d’) statistics were calculated to measure participants’ ability to discriminate self-produced and friends’ motion from the motion of strangers [27]. Hits were therefore correct identifications (self-response to self-stimulus/friend response to a friend stimulus), whereas false alarms were incorrect judgements of the stranger stimuli (self-response to stranger stimulus/friend response to stranger stimulus). The analyses reported were conducted on the resulting distributions of d-prime values.

(b) Results and discussion

The mean d-primes from experiment 1 are shown in figure 2a. Participants were able to successfully discriminate their own motion both in upright (M = 0.49, t11 = 3.25, p = 0.008) and inverted (M = 4.34, p = 0.001) orientations, as well as their friends’ motion when presented upright (M = 0.37, t11 = 3.95, p = 0.002). However, recognition of friends’ motion failed to exceed chance levels when stimuli were inverted. Whereas friend-recognition was substantially impaired by inversion (t11 = 2.84, p = 0.016), self-recognition was not (t11 = 0.24, p > 0.80). Consequently, evidence of superior self-recognition was seen only when stimuli were inverted (t11 = 2.84, p = 0.016). When stimuli were presented upright, discrimination of self-produced and friends’ motion was comparable (t11 = 0.62, p > 0.50).

These results show that people are able to recognize their own facial motion under remarkably cryptic conditions—when it is mapped onto an inverted average synthetic head. They also indicate that, under these conditions, self-recognition is superior to friend recognition. Stimulus inversion impaired friend recognition but not self-recognition, suggesting that people are not only better at self-recognition, but that they use different cues to identify self-produced and friends’ motion. More specifically, this pattern of results raises the possibility that recognition of self-produced and friends’ motion may depend on different cues: while configural topographic cues, known to be disrupted by inversion [22–24], may be necessary for the recognition of familiar others, such cues may play a less significant role, if any, in self-recognition.

3. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 investigated directly the role of topographic and temporal cues in self-recognition of inverted facial
motion. The same participants completed the 3-AFC test while viewing inverted stimuli under three additional conditions: anti-sequence, rhythm disrupted and slowed. In the anti-sequence condition, stimuli were transformed in a way that selectively disrupted their topographic properties, whereas the rhythm disrupted and slowed manipulations disrupted the temporal characteristics of the avatar stimuli.

(a) Methods
Experiment 2 was completed in a single session, conducted 10–11 months after filming. The stranger allocations were identical to those employed during the second session of experiment 1. Data from the inverted condition in this session, where the stimuli were ‘veridical’ rather than temporally or spatially distorted, were used for comparison with the results of experiment 2.

Sequences of anti-frames were created which depicted the ‘mirror’ trajectory through avatar space (figure 3). For a given frame, the corresponding anti-frame is the equivalent vector projected into the opposite side of the avatar space. Thus, each anti-frame was derived by multiplying each veridical frame vector by −1. Because frames and anti-frames are equidistant from the mean avatar posture, sequences of anti-frames preserve the relative magnitude and velocity of the changes in expression space over time, but reverse the direction of the rigid and non-rigid changes, radically distorting their appearance (see the electronic supplementary material). It was anticipated that participants, who were naive to the nature of the manipulation, would be unable to recover from the anti-sequences, the topographic features characteristic of particular individual’s facial motion.

Rhythm disrupted stimuli were created by inserting 46 pairs of interpolated frames between 50 per cent of the original frame transitions. The resulting 184 frames were converted into uncompressed AVI movie files using MATLAB and played at 50 FPS (twice the original rate). Runs of interpolated transitions were encouraged by biasing the decision to interpolate (chance ± 25%) contingent on whether frames had or had not been inserted on the previous transition. Inserting pairs of interpolated frames at half the transitions and playing the rhythm disrupted stimuli and twice the original frame rate ensured that they were of the same duration as the veridical stimuli. Moreover, biasing the insertions so that they clustered together ensured salient rhythmic disruption: segments containing frequent interpolations appeared slower than the veridical; segments with few insertions appeared faster than the veridical. In the slowed condition, stimulus duration was increased by a constant parameter chosen at random from one of seven levels ranging from 120 per cent of veridical to 180 per cent in 10 per cent intervals.

(b) Results and discussion
The mean d-primes from experiment 2 are shown in figure 2b. If self-recognition is mediated by topographic cues, one would expect participants to be unable to recognize themselves in the anti-sequence condition. However, despite the profound changes to the rigid and non-rigid topographic cues, a marginally significant self-advantage was again observed ($t_{11} = 2.17; p = 0.053$), replicating that seen in experiment 1. Participants showed better than chance discrimination of their own motion ($M = 0.43, t_{11} = 5.04, p < 0.001$), comparable with the inverted veridical condition ($M = 0.48, t_{11} = 0.50, p > 0.60$), whereas friend recognition failed to exceed chance levels ($M = 0.14, t_{11} = 1.33; p > 0.20$). Thus, participants continued to recognize their own motion when the feature trajectories and configurations were grossly distorted, while leaving the temporal and rhythmic structure intact.

In contrast, changes to the temporal properties of the stimuli eliminated the self-recognition advantage, and reduced recognition of self-produced motion to chance levels. Participants could no longer discriminate their own motion in either the rhythm-disrupted ($M = 0.06, t_{11} = 0.53; p > 0.60$) or the slowed ($M = 0.10, t_{11} = 0.76; p > 0.40$) conditions. Self-recognition under both rhythm-disrupted ($t_{11} = 3.15, p = 0.009$) and slowed ($t_{11} = 2.48, p = 0.031$) conditions was poorer than under veridical conditions. These findings indicate that self-recognition is not mediated by cues such as frequency of eye-blinks or gross head movements, which are unaffected by rhythmic disruption and slowing. Taken together, the results of experiment 2 suggest that self-recognition depends on the temporal characteristics of local motion. Friend recognition again failed to exceed chance levels in either rhythm disrupted ($M = 0.16, t_{11} = 1.22; p > 0.20$) or slowed manipulations ($M = 0.23, t_{11} = 1.97; p > 0.07$). This is not surprising given that participants could not discriminate friends’ inverted veridical motion.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Inversion of faces is thought to impair perception by disrupting configural representation [22–24]. That discrimination of friends’ motion was impaired by inversion, therefore, suggests that configural ‘motion signatures’ [9],
integrated from multiple features across the face, mediate friend recognition. In contrast, participants’ ability to recognize their own motion was found to be insensitive to inversion. Strikingly, participants were able to discriminate their own inverted anti-sequences as well as they could their own inverted veridical motion. Discrimination of inverted self-produced motion was impaired only by stimulus manipulations, which altered the temporal properties of the stimuli. Together, these findings suggest that recognition of self-produced motion is mediated by temporal information, extracted from local features. Such cues might include the rhythmic structure afforded by the onsets and offsets of motion segments and characteristic variations in feature velocities.

The self-recognition advantage is puzzling because people have relatively few opportunities to observe their own perceptually opaque movements and thereby to acquire knowledge about the topographic features of their own actions. We have suggested that the results of the present study solve this puzzle by showing that, in both upright and inverted conditions, people use temporal rather than topographic cues for self-recognition. However, it could be argued that our results are consistent with an alternative interpretation—that participants typically use configurational topographic cues to recognize themselves in the upright orientation, but then resort to a temporal strategy when forced to do so by stimulus inversion. This is a coherent interpretation, but it lacks theoretical and empirical motivation. At the theoretical level, it remains unclear how participants could acquire the topographic knowledge assumed by this hypothesis, or why the visual system would use hard-to-derive topographic knowledge, when readily available temporal cues permit self-recognition in both orientations. At the empirical level, we are not aware of any evidence that topographic rather than temporal cues mediate self-recognition in either orientation.

That self-recognition depends on temporal cues is consistent with previous reports of a self-recognition advantage for highly rhythmic actions such as walking [1,2,4]. It is also consistent with the observation that participants cannot accurately discriminate self-produced and friends’ motion when the stimuli depict walking or running on a treadmill [3]. The artificial tempo imposed by a treadmill reduces natural variation in the temporal properties that define an individual’s gait. Similarly, the importance of temporal cues is suggested by studies showing that participants can recognize their own clapping both from degraded visual stimuli depicting just two point-lights [28] and from simple auditory tones matched with the temporal structure of actions [29].

If self-recognition was found to be dependent on configurational topographic cues, it would suggest that the motor system contributes to action perception via an inferential route. We rarely see our own actions from a third-person perspective. Therefore, we have little opportunity to learn what our bodies look like from the outside as we act. Since such sensorimotor correspondences could not be learned through correlated experience of observing and executing the same action, they would have to be inferred; a complex but unspecified process would be needed to generate view-independent visual representations of actions from motor programmes [4,13,16]. That self-recognition depends on temporal rather than topographic cues indicates that such an inferential process is unnecessary; the information required for self-recognition can be acquired during correlated sensorimotor experience. We have the opportunity to learn the temporal signatures of our actions via first-person visual, proprioceptive, somatosensory and vestibular experience. Once acquired, this temporal knowledge may subsequently support self-recognition from third-person perspectives.
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